
Where in the 

World? 

National Curriculum Objectives: 

Science - Animals and Seasonal Changes 

What I will find out: 

I can identify and name a variety of common animals. 

I can begin to observe changes across the four seasons. 

I can describe weather associated with the seasons and how day 

length varies. 

Key Vocabulary:  

Classify - to group things that are similar. 

Identify - to recognise and name. 

Observe - to look closely and notice. 

Seasons - a time of the year. 

Animals - fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. 

 

Additional texts:  

Salina Yoon’s Penguin stories  

Be brave little penguin by Giles Andreae  

The Emperor’s egg by Martin Jenkins  

The penguin who wanted to find out by Jill Tomlinson 

National Curriculum Objectives: 

DT - Design and make a sandwich 

What I will find out: 

I can design, make and evaluate a healthy snack for a jour-

ney. 

Key Vocabulary:  

Design - to think of and record ideas. 

Evaluate - to think about what worked well and what could 

be changed. 

Healthy Diet - a balance of different food groups. 



Where in the World? National Curriculum Objectives: 

Geography - School grounds, map work and cold regions 

What I will find out: 

I can name compass directions. 

I can name and locate the four countries of the UK. 

I can talk about and draw a simple map of the school. 

I will understand that maps are drawn from an aerial view. 

I can talk about cold areas of the world. 

Key Vocabulary:  

School grounds - Area around school. 

Compass directions - North, South, East and West. 

Aerial view - objects as seen from above. 

Polar regions - cold areas at the top and bottom of the Earth 

(globe or world map). 

United Kingdom - four countries joined together: England, 

Scotland , Northern Ireland and Wales. 

Our Christian Value for this half term is: 

Thankfulness 
We will also be celebrating Harvest. 

Scripture:  

“ Always be thankful!”  

1 Thessalonians 5:16 
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